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1. What about mixing men and women - Paul Hollis having done deliverance
ministry for a number of years generally prefers to have one man ministering
deliverance to one man, and one woman ministering deliverance to one woman.
However…
a. When a deliverance minister is just getting started, a second deliverance
minister is a good idea to have as an intercessor
b. It is also a good idea to have a second deliverance minister for safety and
protection against an evil spirit that may try to manifest in a violent way
c. The problem with a man ministering to a woman is that the evil spirit in
the woman may have the woman start ripping her own clothes off and then
falsely accuse the man of trying to rape her or inappropriately touch her
(Gen 39:11-18). Never be in a situation where you can be accused or
falsely accused of impropriety. To avoid accusations of impropriety, a
psychologist/therapist/deliverance minister might establish an office in
which other (men and women) therapists/ministers are around, and the
therapist/minister leaves the door to his office open when ministering to
someone of the opposite sex.
d. Therefore, Paul does minister to women one on one all by himself, but
Paul makes certain there is another eye witness nearby or in the room who
can testify about what was going on. He was recently ministering one on
one to a woman and felt impressed to ask his wife to come over. Paul had
his wife lay hands on the woman’s abdomen to renounce a spirit of
barrenness (so no problem using a husband/wife team to minister to
someone). Paul says that he holds the woman’s hands but does not lay
hands on any other body parts.
2. How much detail needs to be divulged – For example, let’s say a person has been
abused. It is up to the person who wants to be delivered to decide how much
detail they want to divulge:
a. It is possible that the person receiving ministry has never told anyone
about what happened. Telling the story will often help by bringing the
past situation into the light.
b. The deliverance minister does not need to know the details, but the person
receiving ministry may need to tell their story as part of the healing
process.
c. A woman may feel more comfortable telling another woman that story,
but then when it is time to call the evil spirits out, a man can help do the
deliverance prayers and not need to know all the gory details.

